
If your systems are robust these will quickly lead you to the point at which technical support staff,
whoever they may be, will take over responsibility for the problem.

Figure 7.1 is a simple template that you may adopt and adjust to suit your personal circum-
stances. Be clear about your capacity to support problems as they arise; hopefully, following our
discussions from September, some responsibilities have been delegated to a trained teaching assis-
tant who will take on much of the administration of the tasks within Figure 7.1. Let us talk
through an example. 

The main network printer within the ICT suite has been reported faulty. It is the only laser
printer within the school and school reports to parents will need to be printed out by the end of
the week, as will pupil portfolio examples intended for a special open-day ICT display. Following
the flow chart we quickly decide that this problem lies within the curriculum network and qualifies
as an emergency. As the manager involved, your decision is immediately to assign technical sup-
port to sort out the problem. It does not matter whether you have your own technician, you have a
TA engaged, or are supported by the high school or commercially. Your role now is to act appropri-
ately even though it may well be the teaching assistant who makes the calls and so on. If the
demands for the printer is not as pressing then this becomes a non-urgent call that lies within the
school network. It is hardware specific and involves a machine that is less than 12 months old. In
this case, having established (again via your teaching assistant if available) that the problem cannot
be easily remedied (that is, new toner, paper jam and so on) via in-house support, the designated
member of staff would contact the manufacturer and a call would be logged accordingly. If the
machine were not covered by warranty then you would require your own technical support to
attempt a repair so that a call would be logged internally and priority assigned to this work as nec-
essary. This brings us to the second question that I raised. How do you effectively log and record
problems in order to manage faults and time effectively? I will take this up later in the week.
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Figure 7.1 Technial support flow chart
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